Tuesday, May 3, 2022

Parent Council Meeting
Lily Rose Kindergarten

Spring Time Activities
With all the generous help in the classroom on handi-work days, we have some finger-knitters and stitchers.

Lily Rose and Maple Rose have had each other for company for our puppet shows ~ The Queen Bee and Briar Rose.

We had our last Soup Day ~ the children learned so much this year!
Grade 3

This block, we are reviewing the four operations in math. Adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing—how do these operations help us quantify our world? We enjoyed our time at GRUB farm last week, and really enjoyed getting good and dirty in some healthy Chico soil while we learned about growing food in the 3rd best soil in the WORLD! This week we are introducing our class play as a screen play mini-lesson during main lesson. On Monday, students learned their roles for the play. It was an exciting day for many!
Grade 5 - Mrs. Hamblin & Mrs. Murray

- We are finishing up our “Deadly Plants & How to Avoid Them” writing project. Students will also create a scientific sketch of their chosen poisonous plant.

- The fifth grade has successfully combined classrooms during main lesson time to support our play block.
In Games, we have been preparing for the Pentathlon and Physical Fitness testing in 5th grade. The kids have loved learning to throw the javelin and discus! I am so impressed with their strength and determination. We are excited to begin our basketball unit next week with our new equipment. Thank you Parent Council!
In the first, second and third grades we have been working with the names of different foods, such as: fruits and vegetables. We have learned songs with the names of fruits and vegetables and to describe them using colors and sizes.
Fourth grade has been working with the words to locate ourselves in a space, the cardinal points and where in the world we live.

Fifth grade has been practicing how to tell time in Spanish and what questions to ask when they go shopping.
In the upper grades, we have been learning about Latin American culture. Sixth grade has been developing a cookbook of Latin American cuisine.

Seventh and eighth have been working hard on the understanding and use of the most used verbs in Spanish in conversations and dialogues of daily life. We have also been studying about Spain and important people from this country.